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NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 7 2013 

Quick Answers 

1. sample  

2. extra  

3. annoyed  

4. thumbnail  

5. worst  

6. reliable  

7. catchment  

8. similar  

9. perimeter  

10. groceries  

11. responsibilities  

12. canyon  

13. deafening  

14. nurture  

15. abbreviation  

16. forfeit  

17. garbage  

18. accompany  

19. average  

20. accept  

21. southern  

22. symphony  

23. diamond  
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24. whirlpool  

25. frightened  

26. independent  

27. arguments  

28. gauge  

29. permanently  

30. treacherous  

31. with  

32. on  

33. larger  

34. both  

35. aren’t we?  

36. was reading was playing  

37. All  

38. Whether  

39. He is learning French and Indonesian this term.  

40. Tigers are large cats that live in forests, swamps and grasslands. (option 3)  

41. Wilbur Wright (1867-1912) and his brother Orville (1871-1948) made the first controlled flight in a 

powered aeroplane in 1903. (option 1)  

42. Turtles have webbed feet or flippers and live mainly in water while tortoises live on land and have 

round, stumpy feet. (option 3)  

43. high  

44. you’re your  

45. an apostrophe.  

46. While  

47. All the changes are on the council’s website.  
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48. My sister helped prepare for the party by tidying the living room, blowing up the balloons and 

putting up the decorations. (option 3)  

49. Dad’s going to the river to do some fishing.  

50. A glider’s long narrow wings allow it to glide on warm air currents. (option 1)  

51. contributed to  

52. your  

53. The announcer made a running commentary on the match.  

54. Butterflies can be found wherever there are flowers and trees.  

55. The train can travel quite fast on the new track.  

56. Although the first recorded game of soccer in Australia was held in 1875, the National Soccer League 

was not established until 1977. (option 4)  

57. cuddly  

58. He put his gumboots outside the door. 


